
RIVER OF MAN

Faced with the history of western colonialism
it would and it could be
considered improper
or merely classic
for a white man
to celebrate India

so let's assume
that I am an indian, I am
an indian, aren't we all

on this subcontinent
after all
it is the difference that makes
the difference
as another indian in a white mans skin once said
I am
an indian now, just
another curiosity, just
one more avatar
dancing the dance of life
in the golden halls between the eyebrows of the roof
of the world
another distinct flavour
on the tongue, just
another twist of the cosmic serpent, I am
an indian now, and I love
my country
it's shere improbability
embodying the vast multiplicity of oneness
into so many shades of golden brown, Iam an indian
rather becoming, wouldn't you say
a snack of times to come, a bite
of tomorrow today
reverse colonialism by intentional invention
engineered
by poetry itself, a taste tasting of more, so
for the sake of the play of the golden child, lets say
that I am India now, I am India
I AM INDIA
stretching upwards towards the sky
I am India, my left hand Nagaland, my right hand Punjab
The himalayas the thousand petalled lotus
the crown of my head
my heartland Kolkata, Delhi and Jaipur
my solar plexus bombastic Bombay, the lean
muscles of my stomach Madhia Pradesh
my left leg The eatern Ghats and my right the western
my feet Tamil Nadu and Kerala firmly grounded in the soul of the south
my headstand
a complementary constant
in which case Chennai is my strongest arm, or perhaps pointiest elbow



I am India
the dream without end
the river of man
the vortex
of the worlds
I am the mutton-goat kid on a sunscorched field, I am the tiresome gounder in love
with a woman he can't have, I am the tamarind, the coconut, the curryleaf

the priceless onion, the pomegranate
I am scripture
I am prayer
I am kulfi and bananapalm, I am cool marble
and black stone, I am a trillion lakh crore in
a cornucopia of forward movement
a tsunami of life
blossoming myriads at the command
of two master genes
shakti
and shiva
man and female
inhalation and exhalation
I am India
the veil of Ishtar so thin here
between worlds
so many in one
I am India
the heart of the world
so bright and so dark
so soft and so hard
so delicate delicate delicate
in roughness
pockets of gold encrusted in dirt
behind stone-, metal- or mudwall
pockets of crap encrusted in gold
on the networks, billboards and wallpaintings
advertising advertising
east and west rolled into one
While I walk by myself
as apparitions a gren tealeaf, a tick or sacred cow
a holy child selling plastic christmas doodles
in the sulphuric mists of midday traffic
morning traffic, office trafic, traffic, traffic traffic
movement
I can not

be lazy I can only be
Oh, I AM
India, the river of man
my head high in the clouds of excuisite perfume
or human waste sometimes I
can hardly see my feet
but I wash them anyway
I am the kolam of the morning
the rangoli of the rising sun



I am Sri Indiaji
Guru Indiaji
I am the old, hand in hand with the new
I am india
the river of the worlds
and nomatter what
I never look back
my paints will never dry my canvas
embrace my colours
my matter my mind my

yoga
in the here-and-now of eternity
pure at heart, I am India
child
of the morning
I must go
I can not be lazy
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